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After graduating from University of Toronto, I came to Japan to explore Japanese
culture and took Japanese language courses at Keio University. Most of my
classmates only had the experience of studying but not working in Tokyo, so I
considered myself very lucky to have this wonderful internship opportunity. Naisg
attaches importance to employee learning which provides more learning opportunities
than other companies, and this is definitely a great quality to nurture the growth of
interests.
Although my Japanese was not fluent, there were still many interesting work including
appcreation process, indesign editing, language translation, bookstore research,
information exchange, contract reviewing, and communicating with foreign
supplier…etc. I was able to receive these precious experiences from Naisg.
Not only the working environment was open and flexible, but also the people in Naisg
were extremely friendly and helpful. There are many things that I was not familiar
when first entering the company, but people would patiently answer my questions and
spend much time teaching me many things. Most importantly, I had the opportunity
to join the staff meetings in order to understand and learn about other people’s work
and perspective. Especially we have to change our seat randomly twice everyday to
achieve the goal of paperless working environment and continuously learn from
different neighbours.
In addition to the fantastic working environment, Naisg’s mission is to change the
world’s communication; thus, enhancing communication skills is crucial here,
especially there are many opportunities for presentations. People sometimes can
become very nervous including me; however, the communication skill you learn from
Naisg will very useful throughout your entire life. Particularly most of companies in
modern society are looking for people who have strong communication skills, and
Naisg is definitely a great place to sharpen these skills. Therefore, I really recommend
Naisg’s internship program for those who do not have much work experience but
would like to gain a variety of practical experiences. Welcome and enjoy your work at
Naisg!

